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*Winter, Jeanette (2004) The Librarian of Basra: A True Story from Iraq Harcourt, Inc. ISBN 0-15-205445-6 All Ages. “In a war-stricken country where civilians-especially women – have little power, this true story about a librarian’s struggle to save her community’s priceless collection of books reminds us all how, throughout the world, the love of literature & the respect for knowledge know no boundaries.”


- common questions about Islam and Muslims
- exploring assumptions, biases, prejudice and stereotyping
- appropriate protocol for visiting a masjid/mosque
- websites & classroom resource people list
- framework for teaching controversial public issues
- skills, tools & activities to critically analyze diverse media forms for bias & propaganda,
- ideas for coping with the Sept 11 crises
- bibliography of resources
- self-check lists… analyzing personal attitudes, biases and behaviours.
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